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Many interesting problems arise in the quantum mechanics 

in general, and in nuclear physics in particular, when we start 

to look at the properties of a three-body system. In the 

classical mechanics, or more precisely in the celestial 

mechanics fruitful theories were developped on this subject. 

But even here only systems with Newton interactions were 

examined in detail. The case of arbitrary forces was prac

tically not considered, or at least nothing was told about 

it in the standard text books. 

In the quantum mechanics much less attention was devot

ed to the detailed study of the three-particle problem. 

There is quite a number of papers in which the energy levels 

of tritium and of He3 are calculated. The problem of nucleon

deuteron scattering is considered in many papers too. But 

most of these works are rather utilitary, without giving 

a general formulatio~ of the problem. 

A consistent investigation of the question is given by 

Ba.dalyan and S:1Jnonov"1 ' 2/. The authors begin with the const

ruction of tne basis functions for a system of particles 

without interaction, and evaluate a perturbation theor,y in 
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wh:1oh the functions of the interacting particles are expand

ed over th:1s basis. The basis is formed by so-called K-po

lynomials, which are harmonic functions corresponding to 

the Laplace operator on the six dimensional sphere.Further, 

a complete set of solutions is considered. Five commuting 

operators are given, and it is shown, how in principle one 

can construct the polynomials being eigenfunctions of these 

operators. The calculations are done, however, in a rather 

complicated way, so that the authors obtain only the lowest 

polynomials~ which can be characterised completely by 4 

quantum numbers. 

Another possibility of constructing a basis is demonstrat

ed by ZickendrahlJ/, but the method h·e used is also too 

complicated, and doesn•.t give a sufficiently general result. 

In the paper of L~vy-Leb.lond and Livy-Nahas/ 4/ the con

nection between the basis and the representations of SU(J) 

is discovered. The authors use a proper parametrization, and 

obtain the Lap.lace operator expressed in terms of angular 

variables. Yet, they do not discuss a general solution either. 

If one intends to construct harmonic functions for the 

three-particle system, analogous to the spherical functions 

forming the ~sis in case of two particles, it is natural 

to use engular variables on the six dimensional sphere or 

on the three dimensional complex sphere, and build up the 

wanted functions in terms of these coordinates. The purpose 

of the present work is to carry out this program. It is 
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worth while to note that the full group of motion on the 

6-sphere is too large for onP aim. The problem is just to 

find the suitable subgroup. 

Introducine angular variables, we have to separate 

similarity transformations, and take into consideration 

those transformations only, under which the sum of squares 

of coordinates of the three particles is invariant, i.e. the 

radius of the six dimensional sphere remains constant. 

Consider now a triangle, the vertices of which are de

termined by three particles. If we exo1ude the similarity 

transformations, two possible types of transformations are 

left: rotations in the ordinary three dimensional space which 

are described by the group O(J), and deformations of the 

triangle respectively. It can be easily seen, that the defor

mations lead to SU(2). 

Now, it is obvious, that different forms of a deformed, 

non-rotating triangle can be considered as the projections 

~to its plane of all the possible positions of a rotating 

:dgid triangle. 

Studying both types of transformations together, one 

can say, that all the transformations of a triangle besides 

the similarity transformations are described by the projec

tions onto the three-dimensional space of a ~1gid triangl e 

which rotate in the f our-dimensional space . That means, that 

an ~bitrary motion of three part icles is equivalent to the 

rotation of a rie;ld triangle and the similarit;r 
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transformations-'. This way we come to the local 0(4) sym

metry, whioh will be also considered. 

Both the representation of the group of motions on the 

six-dimensional sphere and its reduction to SU(J) or 0(4) 

involve the representation of the permutation group P2(J). 

That's why this description is extraordinary convenient for 

the system of three equivalent particles. In the present 

paper we will restrict ourselves to this simple case. In the 

general case of arbitrary masses some new features will ap

pear only when we expand the amplitudes or the wave functions 

of the interacting particles over the basis functions/ 51. As 

i t is well-known, the boundary of the definition of the tunc-

tions depends on the masses. 

Concerning the construction of the basis, a question 

ari se, whether it is necessary to build up the basis with 

help of K-polynomials of the harmonic functions of 0(6). 

Obviously, i f the interaction between the particles is 

weak and t heir mot ion differs only sl ightly from t he fre e 

one, so this choice of basis functions will be natural. If, 

on the contrary, the particles are strongly bounded and form an 

almost rigid triangle, a basi s not obeying the Lap.lace equa

tion on the six dimensional sphere turns out to be more 

--H~L;t;;t~~~-;~tion :to a formal analogy with the 
Kepler problem. The planetary motion along the elliptical 
trajectory can be described as the projection of the motion 
along the great circle on the four dimensional sphere onto its 
equatorial section. Ellipses with equal major axes are cor
responding to different great circles. After carrying out the 
transformation of time, we can show,that the Kepler motion will 
be described by tpe free motion of a point on the four-dimen
sional sphere. (That is the famous Foek symmetry). 
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convenient. As an example of such a basis, so-called B

polynomials will be constructed at the end of the present work. 

From a group-theoretical point of view the most interest

ing questions 1n the three-body problem are connected with 

the features of the fifth quantum number 12 (see/61). The 

introduction of this quantity becomes necessary, because it is 

not sufficient to use only the quantum numbers coming from 

the reduction 0(6)=0(J)x0(2), i.e. quantum numbers charac-

terizing the rotations and the permutations. Recently it was 

shown by Surkovf 7/, that for a system consisting of more 

then three particles one has to introduce some additional 

quantum numbers, namely J quantum numbers in the case of 4 

particles, and 4 in the case of 5 particles. In the case 

of a system including 6 particles or more, 5 new quantum 

numbers are necessary, It is rather a remarkable fact, that 

for more than 6 particles th~ number· of additional quantum 

numbers remains constant. 

To the investigation of the features of these new quan

tum numbers fl.. a separate work will be devoted. 

Finally, it is vrorth vrhile to study the enerey spectru.'!l 

of the three-particle system in the case when the triangle 

formed by the three particles is ge tt ing rigid . The transi-

tion from the spectrum of non-interacting particles to the 

spectrum of the top may be investigated with help of the 

basis given in the present. paper. This problem wil.l be discus

sed separately, 
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II. ~e of Coordinates and Group Properties 

The usual way of choosing the coordinates is the fol

lowing. Let xi(i = 1,2,3) be the radiua-vectors of the three 

particles, and fix 

x, + lCz. + x3 • o (2.1) 

The Jacobi coordinates for equal masses will be defined 

as 

~ • - fi ( x, ... X a.) J 

'1. a ~ (X,- X1) ! 

~ 2. L z. t. 2. 2.. &. a. 
) + '1. • 2 x. + 2x,xz. + 2)(~. x, + Xz. + X

3 
c 5> 

(2. 2) 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

We might define similar coordinates in the momentum space as 

well. In that case condition (2.1) means that we are in the 

center-of-mass frame, and ~2. is a quantity proportional to 

the energy. 

The quadratic form (2.4) can be understood as an invariant 

of the 0(6) group. In fact, we are interested in the direct 

product 0(3) x 0(2), as we have to introduce the tot al an-

gular momentum observables L and M (group O(J)), and 

quantum numbers of the three-particle permutation 

group 0(2). 

~ 
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To oharacterize our three-particle system we need 5 

quantum numbers. Thus the 0(6) group is too large for o~ 

parposes and it is convenient to deal with BU(J) symmetry, 

in case of which we dispose exactly of the necessary 5 quan-

tum numbers. 

Let us introduce the complex veotor 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

The permutation of two particles leads in terms of these cooJJ

dinata to rotations in the complex I -plane. 

The condition 

(2.8) 

gives the invariant of the group 8U(J)C0(6). In the following 

we will take S> = l. 
The generators of SU(J) we define as usual 

A~ • (2.9) 

The chain SU(J) ~ SU(2) :> U(l) familiar from the theory of 

unitary symmetry ~f hadrons is of no use to us, because it 
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doesn't contain O(J), i.e. going this way we can't intToduce 

the angular momentum quantum numbers. Instead of that, we 

consider two subgroups 0(6) ~ 0(4) ~ SU(2) x O(J) and 

0(6)~ SU\J). In other words, we .have to separate from (2.8) 

the antisymmetrio tensor-generator of the rotation group 

O(J) • 

L· "" 1.. (A· - A ·) : lk 2 lk IC.I 
(2.10) 

:: .!. (i~. L - ie .L + i2!' 1._ - i~:£....) 
L I ')~k k ~tj I ')~t ')~ ' 

The remaining symmetric part 

B. a .!.. ( A -,J + A · - 2. Sp A J-k) -1k 2 II\. 1(1 1 -

(2.II) 

=.!. (i~-.1. + lc" 2. -i~~ ~--.~:~. -2ic ~ J.L + Z ii"' 2 J)) 
2 I ')~fc.. 'lt; q~l(.. #ti '.( <I~ 1'- l d2{ ~~ 

is the generator of the group of deformations of the triangle 

which turns out to be locally isomorphic with the rotation 

group. Finally, we introduce a scalar operator 

N - • <....A = 1 ~(e·.l.. - ~~) ) - :;-:- -r 2 4- I di!· I u I 
'"I I 1 I 

(2.12) 

For characterizing our system, we choose the following 

quantum numbers: 
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K(K+ 4) 

L(L +1) 

v 

-eigenvalue of the Laplace operator (quadratic 

Casimir operator for SU(J)J 

-eigenvalue of the square of the angular 

momentum · operaor L2 .. 4 L. Lik2 J 
i>k 

-eigenvalue of LJ = 2L12 

-eigenvalue of N 

(2.1J) 

Although the ganerator (2.12) is not a Casimir operator of 

SU(.3), the representation might be characterized by means of 

its eigenvalue, because, as it can be seen, the eigenvalue 

of the Casimir operator of third order can be wri~n as a 

combination of K and V • (If the harmonic function 

belongs to the representation (p,q) of su(J), then it is 

the eigenfunction of· Ll and 

and V respectively, where 

N with eigenvalues K(K+4) 

K = p + q and ~ = p-q). 

The fifth quantum number is not included in any of the 

considered subgroups, we h~ve to take it from 0(6). We define 

it as the eigenvalue of 

(2.14) 

This cubic generator was first introduced by Racah/61. Its 

physioal ·meaning we will discuss later. 
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III. Parametrizati2B-2! a Com~~!-2Ehere 

Dealing with a J particle system, we have to introduce 

coordinates which refer explicit~ly to the moving axes. One 

of the possible parametrizations of the vectors Z and ~ 
is the follo"ing: 

·A_ 
- 1 2 (_ __ o<. I · o( I ) 

~ = e.. ~ z: "' + 1 ~•nz. "z.. } 
(J.l) 

l~ : e:t ( <..os1_ ~ 1 - 1 sin~ ~2..) J (J.2) 

I ~~z. = 1 
J 

(J.J) 

t=l::1 I L ' 
.f,(z. =D (J.4) 

The three orthogonal unit vectors { 1 , (t.. and { = (1 X (L 

form the moving system of coordinates. Their orientation 

to the fixed coordinate system can be described with help 

of the Euler antes \ft , G , ~z. • 

(, =+.OS~1C...O&~L-Si~, Sinf~ ~e j -C.O&If,.sitllfl -Sit11ftC.OS'flu;.(o6 j si"'f1Sin9 ~ I (J • 5) 

lt.."' {sin~C..OSlfL+ c:.os'f1sirl'fl~e i -sin'f,sin~z. +~'f,c..oilftc.ose ·, -c.os't\Sin6 l , . (J. 6) 

t-= f sltl'fz.. sine·, C.OS'fz..sin6; c.os6\ 
• 

(J.7) 
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We note here,that this parametrization of the basic 

vectors is used by L&vy-Leblond and Llvy-Nahas/41. However, 

this parametrization is not too convenient for real calcula-
tions. 

In the following it will be simpler to introduce a new 

angle a= 0( _J[ and work with the vectors z_ 

where 

- j}._ ( 
"l .. Q.. 'Z. LOS 9. { - Sin~ { ) 

2.+ z.- ~ 

~+ ~ ~ ( { t + i ez.) 

c .. k_({,-;tz) 

The vectors {~ , {_ have the obvious properties 

(:::. ( -:::.0 
+ -

<o=~+x{_ -,·f 

~-t-C"'i t:~L 

(J.s) 

(J.9) 

(J.lO) 

(J.ll) 

Let•s turn our attention to the fact, that the components 

of e+ and ~- may be expressed through the Wigner D-func
tions, defined as 

(J.l2) 
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in the following way: 

t_"' 1- D~_1 l'f, e~L); - iq0 (lft e~~.); n.: (\f,G~L)l 

to= ~ i D: ... ('ft <t'ft)i-D:0 l'f. ~'ft); -iD!, (\f, e'fz.)~ 

{+, 1 D~•-• ('fle'ft); -iD~10 l\f,e'fJ i -Iiu (i,e'ft)f 

(J.lJ) 

These equations demostrate the possibility of construction 

of Wigner functions from the unit vectors corresponding to 

the moving coordinate system, in a way similar to the cons~ 

truction of spherical harmonics from the unit vectors of the 

fixed coordinate system. However, we see, that the traditio-

nal parametriZation of the vectors ~i which we have intra-

duced is not too fortunate; it would be much more aesthetical 

to go over to a parametrization in which nlmn= {~ kh , where 

ttn and k are unit vectors of the moving and fixed coor
n 

dinate systems re~pectively. Yet in the present work we will 

not change the parametrization. 
~ The vectors r and ~ can be written as 

~M & r±L <A(N', ~) D!,M· (), ct, o)Jtzt-t', r-t (\f, e ~_) .,. 
1. 

"2~~ ~- 2_ ~tt..i,~)Itl.~ (~.ap):D~ ... '.t-t l~,eiL) J 
k'=~.l. 

2 

14 
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where 

aU. dvf) : ie.xp{ -(fl.l+tV 

q(-i, M} : i ucr 1'1 

"" : - {, o, i 
(J.l6) 

Now we have to add a few words consideringfue meaning 

of the coordinates. By definition, the D-functions include 

an exponential factor . In ( J .14) there figure a factor 
• I 

~xp2.t N \f• , which provides the necessary dependence bet ween 

the two D-tunctions. Indeed, this factor is due to the angle 

lft in the second D- function; but it could be.long to the 

first D-function too, if we put D~,M' (Vi,-l'f,) . Later on we 

will use a new variable 123 (in the co~oving syst.em), and 

the Euler angles in the first D-function will be written a s 

A , a , - 2123 • Thus, the angle 'f• (or J2 .s ) plays a 

double role as an Euler angle ~ two spaces simultaneously. 

We have now to write down the operators, the eigenvalues 

of which we are looking for. First let us construct the Lap

lace operator. We could do that by a straightforward calcula-

tion of ~ - I Aik.\z. 7 but we choose a simpler way. We 

calculate 
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This rather simple expression is obtained by introducing 

the infinitesimal rotation dw • Its projections onto the 

fixed coordinates k1 = (l,O,o.), k2 = (O,l,o), k3 = (o,O,l) 

given in terms of the Euler angles are well-known• 

dwt :: sln'ft. -nke o('f1 + c..o~~z. de 

Jwz. : (;OSlf~ sir1 e ot'f, - s.ir1f~ cl.e 

olul~ - co~ e ot~, +- ot~z 

(4. 2) 

We shall use the corresponding projections onto the rotating 

coordinates as well, they are by definition 

Jn. 
i 

= {. ~u) 
' 

(4.J) 

(Note, that they act on an arbitrary vector A in the fol

lowing way: 

d 
?..Q· A : - {. X A 

I I (4.4)). 

It is useful to write down the explicit expressions for d 

"J.Q. 
I 

d~l = - si,'f, c~ e .;'f, +- sinf, ~ ~d'ft. +~'file 

"d · '-~'~d I 'J · 'd - ; c.os;.p,c.~ltr- -c..os\P-.-- + s•nl1>,-
'dJlt. I 4 <>f1 I' Stn6 'd'fz.. l () 8 

(4.5) 

d d 
d.QJ.,. o'f, 
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From the last equation it is getting clear, that in fact 

n~ .. 'f1. 
Let's calculate the square of ld~l. From (4.1) we 

obtain 

(4.6) 

This expression determines the components of the metric 

tensor O · , and it becomes easy to calculate the Laplace 
lll( 

operator 

( 4. 7) 

In the following it will be more convenient to consider 

!:::.
1 

.., ~ /).. lf cp is the eigenfunction of c}. , correspond

ing to a certain representation, it has to fulfill 

(4.8) 

and 

where (4.9) 
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Expressing (4.7) in terms of the Euler angles, we get the 

Laplace operator in the form obtained in/41: 

. ~ ) I J i __ o _ _ 6 ,.. ~~~ - ta a:;- + ( 6e 1 \If-
"' d oa L(.t)S~ T I 

?l ) - ili9_ [t.o.s2\P (- D.a + 71 + Z- + 
2.~~q I 1 

'J l'f.l. aSZ-

. (1 +cd& e> -2~.2 _ 2cJ"'e-L +2.-.'- tf· ·n 
+-&In 2'f, sint& ~'f• ~inte Clf1 ·1 d'f,-49 ?~r.e 'dlfz. ~/J , 

(4. 10) 

,.;_ ') I ('i d{ 17/) 110. -=- "{;} + c.l-~a()C( -t slrfq 4 ~l. +<.os d:\';).12..1 +L( J~ , ( 4 •11) 

-L c.. e- ...1._ --2c..o!>- +-1 d ('i 'i- ()2) 
t.b- 46' + ~ 16 +- Si<fe ''f•' ''fl''f' 1'ft . (4.12) 

Formally, substituting 

~I " i2 S;O ( 'f,_ +~l[- ~ e )~2 + si~6 l~} lleos( 'f< + n.~ 
(4.1J) 

•t -~Ui:=('f,+;n; l[-~hJe,;, + <:nG {'f• J + 1'2.sio(f, +f)~6 
IS 



we can express the Laplace operator in a symmetric (but 

rather formal) way: 

However, we don't need suoh a long form of the Laplace 

operator, and use practically only the shortened form (4.7), 

exploiting the advantage of the moving coordinate system. 

To obtain the generators directly from d-e. , we have 

to invert a 5x5 matrix in the case of three particles. That 

requires raher a lo~g calculation, which is getting hope-

less for a larger number of particles. Instead of perform

ing the straightforward calculation, we get the wanted ex

pressions in the following way. Let us first considec Lik , 

or rather its special ·case L12• We introduce a parameter 

6ik whioh define the displacement along the particular 

trajectory which corresponds to the action of the operator 

L;~ • Thus, formally we can write 
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L .. .i (i~ .1. -i~ 1- +ii!:•l -i;l* b) a l 
IZ... 2 IJ~l l..J~I I 'l~lt ~J~ ';}E) 

l I 12. 

(5.1) 

Acting with L12 on the_ vectors z and z• 

( ~.) ~-j~l) 
Lh. :~ = f i~ (

?;,.) ~-i~·) 
1,. ~ • i ;~· (5.2) 

we see, that 612. has to be imaginary. In the following, 

we will make use of the equations 

~ L,2. r ... 0 ' ~·LI2... :e.,.=- o 
(5.J) 

.. . ( •) ~ L,, ~ - l . ~ X t J 
(5.4) 

{ L ~ .. -i(txe) 
IZ... 2. .3 (5.5) 

Using the expression (4.1) for de, we can Write 

L e•'de ,.,_.i...~J.A tl..e.-i>.(<x~*)<!,q -(~w )(~) 
12. ?~z. 2 "'IO.z. 2.. "'61Z. E..z. (5.6) 

and 

' r4-= lt:: i_~Jfc- J) - i. e.i>.(t x:~) $. - (~ x:r:*) 
..... 12. 1<\. 2. .,.612. 7.. C{~ ,z. (5.7) 
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Substituting 

(5.8) 

(5.9) 

we obtain from (5.J) 

.. 
(5.20) 

Similarly, (5.4) gives 

• (1) 
:::-..1.{ 

2. (5.ll) 

and finally (5.5) leads to 

(5.12) 

(5.13) 

where (
(.lc) 
, stands for the k-th component of vector~ .• Thus we 

obtain 
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L a --2
1 < - -+-.{ _ + { -b a -..1....-L, • (5.14) 
. r (s) ) . (J) d (J) '"\ 1 . '"\ 

12. L t ~.a. ~ Hlz. ~L! z. ~~ 

S 1m1.larly-

• [ (s) d (,) d (c) J 1 . 'l 
Lu = -1: t, i!i, +~~ ~~- +.( ~l ""-t 1w, ' (5.15) 

- - j_ [t'~) ~ -4- {&.) J (a.) ? . l '& - i .1.. ~' - ~ ' dJ2.1 (l. wL +{ )12.~ J z. ctwL 
(5.16) 

Introducing the notation 

L I ::. Z.Lu L, It 2L~1 Ll & 2.l,z. (5.17) 

we can write the general expression for the ~ar momen

tum operator 

. [ ~(k) J_ /~) .1:. {(lc.) .1... 1 
L lc.. • - I '\ I )Q, + z. 'l..Q.z.. + ?.a.r 

It fulfills_ the ', c..oro:mutation relations 

Ll,, Lz..] .. -i L3 

(Lz., L3 ] .. - IL, 
[ Ll, l, J • - c' Lz 

The square of the angular momentum operator is 

2.. f. dz_ ;l d?.. ) 
L .. \)~ -t- 1-.a! + "dn; =- A& 

22 
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Now let's turn our attention to the operator Bik• 

We consider 

From the action of E1 2 on z and z* 

(5.22) 

it is obvious, that #12. is rea.l. We make use of the con

ditions 

~B • . • • 2 12. ~ = - I ~~ ~z A (5.23) 

{ B e- - l. (,<•) J <l> ) 
\l. - z \ e.z + ' e.. (5.2&) 

and of (4.1) and (5.8). Let us introduce the notation 

, (< ... ) - j_ ( (() < .. ) (~ (()) 
'\:)ik - 2 {i ~lc + <, ~lc . (5.26) 
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Then, following a procedure similar to that tn· the case 

of Li~ , we obtain from (5.23) 

c:t" .. 2 b(ci) 
#12.. ~ , 
cfl .. f ( (ll.) • ( ~ 
oCAt_ sr,:;; tu U -Scl'lQ) - -tu. ( t +Si"lc.t)] . 

Equations (5.2~) and (5.2;) lead to 

v(Jl, ~ _ t - si~ ~t:4 
rJ.f-12. c..os"' ll 

J.l2z. - - I +Sif'lGl ~tl.) 
O{tS~ c..os"' zl 

~ • l.. rl,..q (£'l.)- t(ll)) 
or.p.,_. 2 '""1 • zz. 

Thus the expression for Br 2 will be 

B =- 2J(Il.) J /lLlr1-s~ J 1 J J ~ - + ~ - + -c.'-"a- -u. 12. ,.~ cc slnq n 2 ·-a "lJl3 

- t<tz.) [1 + si'lq 2. +- j_ c.~ G:t2... 1-
u. si"~ 1). 2. ·1 ?!2:J j 

_ I - si"g til.) 2 _ t +sjrla t(li) 2._ 
~ ll 1!2, <A~A Z.1 )JZz. 

(5.2J) 

(5.28) 

(5.29) 

(5.30) 

(5 • .31) 

(5 • .32) 

and the generator Bik of the group of deformations of the 

triangle obtains the form 
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B. :.. 2. t c.-~> .1.. + li~)r 1-.srt-.~ .l. + j_ r k C\ J J -
•k. IZ lt:t 1\ .Sa't1Q ~~ 2. ~, ?J2.J 

_ , •. lc) [t + sinq 2.. -t-1 r J.... ]_ ] _ 1 - sil"\q ~(lk) "d 
ll S("'t )). 2 -·f'l...OJ Co.S'- 1.1 ~~- (5.3') 

_ • +sinq .tc.'lc) ..1_ + 2. .1_ J.~ 
C..O.Sq U ).Q.z 6~ U( 

Acting in the space of polynomials of •, there exist the 

following operatorial identity: 

(5.3~) 

(Naturally, functionally that is not trQe). Thus, in the 

space of polynomials of s Bik might be written as 

(i~) (iit)[ . Bat a 2.{ 2. + {, I-Sat1Q .l..... + -L rk q .L J-
Ia. )q u s it111 -a). 2 ~ 1 ~..Q.l 

- t(i~)[ t +Sit'H.j L + J... c.!....~ J ] (5.35) 
z. Si..-.~ 4>. 2. 4 m.s + 

'/<•k) ";) . (it...) d 
+ I "015 - - I ~z.! - +- 2 .2_ J..i( 

;).J2l. "d..fLI d). I 

This remarkable feature of Bik is due to the fact, that we 

are dealing with a system of just three (and not more) 

particles. Indeed, the three particles form a tr~gle, 

so that the deformations take place on a plane, while 2. 
~ J~ 

and ~~ act in the three-dimensional space. 

For the sake of completeness let's write down the com

mutation relations 
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( B,2 , Bz.;] = - ±_ L31 [B3,, B,z.J =- ~ Lu 

[ B,.z. I Bu] a - i L,z. [B,z., BaJ- i L,2. 
[ Bl3r B1,]'" -IL,3 [B,3, BH)"' ill3 
[ Bu, B-aJ ... -;L23 LB23, B33j ~ ill3 

[ B1z. 1 B3J: [B 1~ I Ba] • [B23 , B1,] = 0 

[ Bff 1 Bzz] ~ [B11 1 B~J " [822 833 ] - 0 
I 

[B11 , l 1z.] = rB 1z. [B11 ,L,3 ] "'iB,3. 
[Bu 1L 1z.J = -iB,z [Bz.z,L13 ]_, o 
[B331 LrJ"' 0 [~_s, L,3J= _,·s,3 · 

(82.3, 83J =- ~ l,2.. 

[8,11 Ln] = 0 

[ Bu 
1 
Ln] .-: i 15 z3 

[ Bn , L23 J=--; B2J 

(5.J6) 

(BIL 1 L,z.J"' -~(Br,- .Bzz) . 

[B12., b.,?>) = } B2.3 [.B,2., L2.3j ""t 6
13 

(5.Jl1) 

[.B 1~ 1 l 1 z.] = ~ B2.3 [B,31 L2.3J" -fB,2.. 

[ 813 I L,3):. - ± (BII- B33) . 

[ 82..31 L,L]:: -J:B,3 [8231 L,3J-: -_t B,z. 
[ B23 1 Lu] = - i ( Bu- B .B) 
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From these relations it can be seen, that the three operators 

L,l. , - ± ( 811 - B22.) <lnd 8 12. form the SU(2) subgroup. 

This fact allows to check the meaning of the coordinates. 

+ 

The square of Bik is as follows 

I +- Sin q ( -;l + L \ .Sin~ Q •;/ ) l 
Lfc.ol" ).Q~ J...Q~ /- z.~1.'i \""-J~ - d~ ) 

VI. The Cubic Oper~!2!-J2 

Let us finally calculate the operator 

+ s,~e ~, + d<Je~ J 
+ _1_ ]__ + c.fne l] 

sine 'J~, ·-a d l.f' 
27 
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To obtain the operator in a form, in which the connection 

with the SU(2) operator is expressed explicitly, it is better 

to go over to another notation in Btk• Introducing 

( ik) D(i) (k) 
lo - '\.{ 

( ,·k) ( d (k ') 

t. __ ~ -LL 
+r- - t- r-

t l\1<.) 
+-

{,( tk) 
-t-0 

~(ik) 
-o 

J_ ( .. {)~(!<) /~<) ( i)) 
2.. + - + +- (_ 

j_ ( t' {'"·) + { [k) 0 (i) ) 
l. + o + l.. o 

"' j_ ({) e("-) + t-) o (i)) 
2 - o - -t o 

and making use of (5.JJ), we get 

(6.J) 

. . r <lk) . (it.:) ] ( Uk)) d 
B ;I< "" - I f2_ L ~ ++ H + - t-- H_ +- 2 d,k - b +- ~ -

t (,k)[ 'd · ;?. I ! (•")[ -;; - 'd ~ 
- Q {,+<:) -;)J2_l- I d..Q.Ij- lL { _C )_Ql. +I d.J'2 , J 

(6.4) 

Ouerators H and P. are the usual raising and lowering 
- + -

opera tors in SU(2) taken at the value of t he second Euler 

angle - 2...1., "' 0 ~3 • 

, t l r J ! ~' 
!-l ~ .,.-.= 1- t - + --- - -, - + 

,... i 2. '- 1 c; t> <n " ' J .A 

cl .:L. L t.;: ·- ..... ..:."i-
2._ a ...... ..> 

r ,- r: "'· ,v . .... 



(6.6) -

Applying these expressions, ~ can be written in the 

form 

(6. 7) 

We shall look now for the harmonic function ¢ , which 

fulfills equations (4.8) and (4.9), ·i.e. which is the eigen-

function of the Laplace operator and the operators N with 

the eigenvalues K(K + 4) and v respectively. The general 

form of it is the following: 
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'l. z. 
The first D-function is the eigenfunction of B = }, L B;k 

., •,k 
and N (quantum numbers B and Y ). The second D-lfunotion 

is the eigenfunction of L2 and LJ (quantum numbers L 

and M), and it can be considered as a wave function of a 

rotating rigid top with the projection of angular momentum 
I 

on the moving axis equal to - 2.1\..t • This projection is not 

conserved in our case, and we have to sum over different 

values of M'. That is just the point where we aeed an ad

ditional operaror to o~gonalize the obtained linear space. 

As we told already, we have chosen the operatorJl for this 

role. In that way we get the basis which is determined by 
2 2 five operators B , "\) , L , M and fl . The last step iS 

to perform the unitary transformation to the eigenvectors 

of the Laplace operator. Since the Laplace operator doesn•t 

commute only with B2, we have to introduce the transforma-

tion co effie ient b (B) depending on the quantum number B 

only. 

The function ~~fulfills 

7_ ¢L 
L M - - L (L+f) t~ 

' 
(7.2) 

L ~L - - N¢L 
3 ~ H . (7.J) 

JO 



Concerning the operator B2, every term in the sum (7.l) is 

its eigenfunction with the eigenvalue B(B + l). However, 

qp~ is not an eigenvalue of B2 because B2 does not com

mute with the Laplace operator of the three-body system. 

The coefficients G{ (M,M•) oan be determined with help 

of the operator _{)_ , which connects the rotation and the 

permutation of the particles. Obvious.ly, this operator doesn't 

lead out of the D~ , (A,a, o)rf , (I.P, GtPz.) space, since it raisei 
~,~~~ l.~ ,M I I' 

M' in one and lowers -2M' in the other D-tunction with the 

same value. However, the determination of the mentioned 

coefficients demands a tedious calculation and it will be 

carried out in another paper. 

Let us finally consider a few special cases of the 

solution. As it is discussed by DTagt/81, in the low-dimen

sional representations bf SU(J) (L=O,l) the s.l is not 

needed. Indeed, in the case of L = 0 the Laplace operator 

obtains the form 

f -;1 +----
Sin'l.a o>.z. 

(7.4) 

Obviously, the eigenfunction will be the following: 

~ (~ ) D4( - z.~ - }_ 
y -Y L 1 I 2 

I 

(7.5) 

which obeys the equation 

(7.6) 

JI 



This solution demonstrates clearly the SU(2) - nature 

of a non-rotating triangle. 

In the case of L=I the solution is 

ti":fl'" .,c I T f 1.,. S~ 1H I f, 
~ =- ~ ~ c~:w)o,r 'tJ'ti'o)o~ · (lb'ettt) 

:ful:fi111ng the Lap.lace equation with the value K = 1. 

Simul taneous1y :zt<t obeys the equations 

'l.. 

L~,.. • -2~1-4 (7. 7) 

L~ ~M ~ -Mi! 
~ 

k ~ -( 0 t 
I I 

(7 .8) 

and BLr =-- .3.. ~M 
M li 

(7.9) 
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